collation, and location of copies). Gaine advertises the same title on the last page of his Young Clerk's Fade Mecum, New York, 1776, as "just published, and to be sold by" Hugh Gaine. It was presumably printed in 1776, or possibly in 1775. No copy is located. In the Pennsylvania Evening Post of May 25, 1776, the same title is advertised as "Just published, and now selling by Robert Bell, in Third-street." Since the title is coupled with The Young Nathaniel Coverly printed at Boston two slightly varying undated editions of The Wonderful Life, and Surprising Adventures of that Renowned Hero, Robinson Crusoe. Although Coverly printed alone at Boston for most of the years from 1767 to 1794, the type and the titles of similar chapbooks which Coverly published lead to the belief that this edition was printed about 1779. It was poorly printed, with crude cuts. This title, as with all titles mentioned in the Introduction, is described fully in the Bibliography which follows.
The earliest dated and located edition of an American Robinson Crusoe, following the Gaine edition, was the abridgment published by Isaiah Thomas in 1786, with the title of Travels of Robinson Crusoe. It presumably followed the text of an earlier English edition. It was a typical Isaiah Thomas publication, with advice to the readers and with moral precepts interpolated at the end of the toy book. One reads: "Note. If you learn this Book well, and are good, you can buy a larger and more complete History of Mr. Crusoe, at your friend the Bookseller's, in Worcester, near the Court-House."
In Philadelphia, Charles Cist published The Wonderful Life of Robinson Crusoe in 1787, in a volume which included an abridgment of the first part of Crusoe's narrative. But the only located copy lacks all after page 164, and must have been a volume of much greater length. Cist also published two editions in German in 1788 and 1789, the title beginning Die Wunderbare Lebensbeschreibung, and containing 154 pages. At Philadelphia also Peter Stewart published in 1789 a 180 page edition of The Life and most Surprizing Adventures. The year 1789 was popular for American editions, for Thomas P. Wait at Portland issued in that year a sizable volume of The Most Surprising Adventures. At Albany in 1790 C. R. and G. Webster published The Wonderful Life and Surprising Adventures, in a volume of 138 pages. All of these editions followed the text of one of the numerous London printings, and most of them had full page woodcut illustrations.
In 1789 Isaiah Thomas issued at Worcester the second edition of his chapbook Travels, in a Dutch flowered paper cover toy book of 31 pages. Similar chapbooks were published, to 1800, at Boston twice in 1790, Windham 1792, Baltimore 1794, Worcester 1794, Windham 1796, Boston 1798, Newport 1799, and Hartford 1800.
Nearly half of the Robinson Crusoes to 1800, and even to 1830, were chapbooks in flowered or fancy paper covers and with small woodcuts. The duodecimo volumes of Defoe's abridged narrative were published at Boston in Next to Defoe's original version, the most popular adaptation was Campe's New Robinson Crusoe. Joachim Heinrich Campe was a German writer of educational and juvenile books, and wrote Robinson der Jüngere, which was published in two volumes at Hamburgh in 1779. It was in the form of a dialogue between a parent and his children. To make Robinson Crusoe's task seem more difficult and to impress upon children the great necessity of self-reliance, the author did not provide the castaway with tools, instruments, and food saved from the wreck, but left him with only his bare hands to depend upon for preservation. Campe's work was immediately translated into French, under the title of Le Nouveau Robinson, published at Hamburgh in 1779. The first English issue was published by John Stockdale at London in 1788, translated from the French, with the title of The New Robinson Crusoe. In the English editions, the name of the parent was given as Mr. Billingsley.
The earliest American edition was published at Boston by Thomas & Andrews, in one volume, in 1790, translated from the French, with the title of The New Robinson Crusoe. The Billingsley dialogue was followed, and Robinson Crusoe was termed a native of Exeter. The same text was followed in the edition published by William Woodhouse at Philadelphia in 1792. Then followed numerous abridgments and adaptations. In 1800 John Babcock 
